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Ⅰ. Long-Term Vision: Toward 2040



Strategic Management

Our value to society

Mission
By delivering “Safety and Comfort” and “Dreams and Excitement”,
we create satisfaction among our customers and contribute to
society.

The base underpinning our efforts to achieve
sustainable corporate development

General principles
－ Create a future grounded in "Safety and Comfort",
and a future colored by “Dreams and Excitement”. －

The vision and strategy for the Group’s sustainable
growth, and the specific plans for implementation
thereof

Long-Term Vision
Where we want to be and how we will get there

Medium-Term Management Plan
Outlines specific actions for the medium term that will
contribute to the long‐term vision
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Long-Term Vision

Medium-Term Management plan

Group Management Philosophy

Sustainability Declaration

Sustainably enhance corporate value

Contribute to
a sustainable society

Customers

Shareholders

EmployeesCommunities

Partners Creditors

Next generation

Changes in business climate

Upon the tenth anniversary of Hankyu and Hanshin’s integration, we unveiled
Long‐Term Vision for 2025, which enshrined sustainable growth goals for 2025
(our 20th anniversary) and beyond.

Background

2006 Hankyu Hanshin Holdings founded

2017 Long‐Term Vision for 2025 (FY 2026) unveiled

The changes outpaced predictions in Long‐Term Vision for 2025

Reflecting these changes, we updated the Long-Term Vision to
achieve sustained growth in our value.

2022 Long‐Term Vision updated
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Societal changes
accelerated by COVID

Groundswell toward
SDGs and 2050 carbon

neutrality goal

Key changes that occurred after we unveiled the Long‐Term Vision

Faster
changes

The Long‐Term Vision
predicted that the market

would change
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Long-Term Vision for 2025 in Review
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2022

¥100 billion level

 After unveiling the Long‐Term Vision, we defined strategies for achieving the vision
and embarked on a medium‐term plan with FY2022 as the endpoint.

 We were on course until COVID struck, but the pandemic overturned our
underlying assumptions about the business climate. Consequently, we missed our
medium‐term goals and faced the need to update our Long‐Term Vision.

<Strategies for Long-Term Vision>

Make our railway the absolute
best among the Kansai

networks

Construct a stable revenue
base in the Tokyo

metropolitan area and
overseas markets

Strengthen competitiveness
by thoroughly pursuing brand

optimization and
differentiation

Make greater use of
the Group’s collective
strength and develop
new business fields

Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 Strategy 4

<Progress in Long-Term Vision (as measured by operating income)>

Targeted figure for 2025

Operating income

EBITDA

Interest‐bearing

debt/EBITDA ratio

¥120.0 billion

¥200.0 billion

Between 5 and 6 times

Billion yen

Pre-COVID
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Billion yen Billion yen

Billion yen

Billion yen

Billion yen

Long-Term Vision for 2025 in Review

Key strategy Progress End date
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Increase the value of our assets
in the Umeda area

Umeda 1‐1 Project Has entered service February 2022

Umekita Phase Ⅱ Development Project Under construction FY2028

Shibata 1 Project (see p.28) Under planning To be determined

Invigorate key line‐side bases Senri‐Chuo Redevelopment (see p.29) Under planning To be determined

Construct new rail links to
improve the transport network

Naniwasuji Connection Line/Shin‐Osaka
Connection Line Project

Under planning To be determined

Kita‐Osaka Kyuko Railway
Line Extension Project

Under construction FY2024
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Acquire more stock in the Tokyo
metropolitan area

Hankyu Hanshin Ginza Building Has entered service March 2020

Yaesu 2 Naka Redevelopment Under planning FY2029

Development of site of the Hotel Grand
Palace

Under planning To be determined

Develop plans for acquiring stock
(real estate) overseas

Acquisition of rental properties in Indonesia
(e.g. Plaza Indonesia Complex)

Acquired July 2019

S
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• Condominium business in Japan and overseas (expand in ASEAN)
• Grow short‐term‐return (fix‐and‐flip) property business
• Use livestreaming to expand Takarazuka Revue market
• Develop the information services business
• Overhaul travel business (until COVID)

S
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g
y
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• Venture into new business fields

<Progress in key strategies>
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COVID has accelerated broad changes, including in where people live and
work and in what people value (people place more value on quality of life).
These shifts are set to continue.

Changes driven by COVID

More options
for where to

live

More dispersed
workforce,
dispersed
learning

Changes in population behavior

Changes in corporate sector

Infrastructure for flexible
working (fewer business
trips and far‐flung job

transfers, more side jobs)

More BCP

Emphasis on quality of life

More emphasis on health and safety, more
health consciousness

Changes in work hours, leading to rising
interest in how to spend free time

More communication options (mix of real and
online)

Further changes to come

More online shopping

Greater diversity in work
(remote work, side jobs)

Further momentum in SDGs, 2050
carbon neutrality goal

Pace of digitalization to increase

More value placed on private life

Changing business climate: Rapid societal changes
Driven by COVID

Less travel
demand

Further efforts to extend quality‐
adjusted life expectancy

More demand for real experiences
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Sustainability Declaration（released in May 2020）

Create a future grounded in safety and comfort,

and a future colored by dreams and excitement.

Changing Business Climate: Growing Interest in SDGs and
2050 Carbon Neutrality Goal

 The growing interest in SDGs is accompanied by a heightened demands on
companies to strengthen their corporate governance in order to contribute to a
sustainable world (as part of this trend, it is now critically important to maintain
or improve capital efficiency, keeping a close eye on capital costs).
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（Compared to FY2014）

26％ 46％
The Government of Japan has
upgraded its 2030 carbon reduction
target

2030
target

With growing interest in SDGs and the 2050 carbon neutrality goal,
companies are increasingly expected to contribute to this agenda.
Accordingly, we will take action to demonstrate our commitment.

<Hankyu Hanshin Holdings Group Sustainability Declaration>

<Contribution to 2050 carbon neutrality goal>

<Demand for stronger governance>

 Contributing to SDGs and the carbon neutrality goal will entail significant investment
and additional costs.



Changing Business Climate
: Medium- to Long-Term Market Changes 1

Demographics of
Japan

Real estate market
in Tokyo

metropolitan area

Construction costs
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 We can help stem the population
decline in line‐side areas if we
increase the competitiveness of
these areas.

Recovery in
inbound demand

 The population of Japan has
been shrinking and aging at a
high pace. With COVID reducing
birthrates, the pace may further
increase.

 Construction costs have risen over
the past ten years and are set to
continue rising (meaning lower
returns from stocks held over the
long term)

 Instead of always holding stocks
over the long term, we will offload
underperforming stocks to ensure
reasonable returns (for the
business as a whole).

 Land prices in Tokyo continue to
climb steeply.

 Prices are likely to remain high
given that demand has remained
brisk even during COVID.

 Select properties carefully to
ensure profitability of short‐term‐
returns (fix‐and‐flip) properties.

 It will take time for inbound visitor
numbers to return to pre‐COVID
levels (must keep an eye on future
trends).

 In the meantime, if we work on
infrastructure and communications,
we can increase the
competitiveness of the Umeda and
other line‐side areas and thus
draw in more visitors when
demand does return.

Negative factor

Positive factor, action

Changing Business Climate
: Medium- to Long-Term Market Changes 2

Economic growth in
ASEAN

Shift to next-
generation mobility

MaaS

Reference: Seven Kansai‐based rail companies(2), including our own, are exploring ways to
roll out MaaS in Kansai with an eye on the 2025 Osaka Expo.

Rapid advances in
digital

communications
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(2) Osaka Metro, JR West, Kintetsu, Keihan, Nankai, Hankyu and Hanshin

 In anticipation of the impact of 6G,
we will analyze the implications for
transportation services and explore
ways of integrating 6G to level‐up
the services.

 By 2030, the world should move
beyond 5G to 6G, leading to
communications that far exceed
human senses.

 By adeptly integrating the
services and content of our Group
companies and external partners,
we can create impetuses for
travel, which will be one way to
generate travel demand as the
population shrinks.

 The role of MaaS is shifting from
facilitating efficient, seamless mobility,
to optimizing events associated with
travel motives (1).

 ASEAN countries, whose populations are set to grow, have amazing economic
potential and bright prospects for sustained economic growth.

Negative factor

Positive factor, action

(1) The motives for traveling somewhere (work, shopping, activity)



Impact of Changes on Group

• Changes in travel behavior have hit businesses in the Group that are geared around travel and involve
real‐world customer touchpoints. However, we can cope with the impacts by leveraging assets across the
Group.

• COVID has also created possibilities: It has driven up the value of real‐world
experiences and content.

• Our approach from now on requires a digital transformation strategy and a
commitment to SDGs and the 2050 carbon neutrality goal.

• Market changes will accelerate over the medium and long term and many of the
impacts will be negative. However, we still have plenty of room to grow.

Less ridership revenue
Revenue loss is limited among our rail

networks

Urban
Transportation

Less demand for office space,
less revenue from urban
commercial properties

Demand remains strong among Osaka‐
Umeda prime urban real estate (office

and commercial)

Real Estate

Less demand for travel and
parties

We have rediscovered demand for
face‐to‐face service

Hotels

The changes in the business climate have affected us in the following ways.
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The changes pose challenges, but by rising to these
challenges we have an opportunity to transform and grow.

Negative factor

Positive factor, action

FY2023 … FY2026 … FY2031 … 2035‐2040

Thinking Behind Updated Vision

To keep growing our value amid these changes, we must do the following:

<Thinking behind growth goals>
• We will continue working on the projects in Osaka (Shibata 1, Naniwasuji Connection Line, Shin‐Osaka
Connection Line). Current estimates suggest that these projects will turn a profit in the 2035–2040 period and
then serve as a significant growth driver (even if depopulation accelerates).

• However, the outlook until then is more uncertain than ever. The business climate is set to change in
profound ways over that interval, making it hard to predict what the world will look like in the far-off
period of 2035–2040.

• In the meantime, we must set milestone for sustainable corporate growth (such as FY2031, the endpoint for
the SDGs) and then commit to targets for these milestones.

Based on this thinking, we decided to supplement the envisaged growth
scenario for 2035–2040 with financial and non-financial growth goals for
FY2031 in order to clarify our commitment to sustainable corporate growth.

Long-Term Vision: Toward 2040

A vision that covers the
late 2030s

Set a new vision that covers the late 2030s and then
commit as a group to the transformation necessary to

achieve this vision.
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Medium-Term Management Plan

Large projects turn profit,
become growth driver

Large projects, carbon
neutrality plan
still underway



FYI: Key Projects in Umeda and Line-Side Areas

FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026 FY2027–2031 FY2032–
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Umeda 1-1 Project (Osaka
Umeda Twin Towers South)

●Sep. 2021:Completion of
phase II construction

●Feb. 2022:Complete all
construction

Kita-Osaka Kyuko Railway Line
Extension Project
●FY2024:Intended start of service

Umekita Phase Ⅱ Development Project
●Around summer 2024:Advance openings

●FY2028:Full openings

Shibata 1
Consultation, negotiation (construction start date to be determined)In conjunction with this,

Hanshin Osaka‐Umeda Station will be
renovated (to be completed in FY2025)

Senri-Chuo Redevelopment
Consultation, negotiation (construction start date to be determined)

Naniwasuji Connection Line/
Shin-Osaka Connection Line
Consultation, negotiation

(construction start date to be determined)

LOGiSTA, Logicross
Ibaraki Saito
●End of May 2021:

Completion of construction

These projects in Umeda and line‐side area will still be underway in FY2031.
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Project to rebuild Kobe Hankyu Building’s east wing and renew its west wing
（Kobe Sannomiya Hankyu Building, remm plus Kobe Sannomiya）
●April 2021:Opening

Development in public housing site in Koshien (KOSHIEN PLUS)
●March 2022: Opening

Development on west side
of Hankyu Nishinomiya
Gardens
●September 2023:Opening

Where we Want to be in the Long Term

Enhancing line-side areas and expanding fields

 ...create and provide the diverse values (safe, comfortable urban life and inspiring experiences) that

will enhance line-side areas and expand our portfolio, leading to better customer satisfaction and

sustained business growth.

 ...meet the expectations of our stakeholders (customers, communities, others) in terms of supporting

a sustainable future.

 ...ultimately become a well-balanced, sophisticated corporate group that grows alongside the

community (Kansai).

With the world set to change in unprecedented ways, the group will work as one to transform our

organization, make our rail networks and content more attractive, expand our portfolio, maintain

financial health, and keep capital costs in mind.

This will enable us to...

Value for stakeholders

Customers
Improve customer satisfaction by providing safe, comfortable urban life, attractive content, and inspiring
experiences

Communities Work with the community to make our railways the absolute best in Kansai

Employees
Improve employee satisfaction by providing a diverse and inclusive workplace

Partners Promote mutual trust and mutual growth through the continuous provision of high value‐added services

Creditors Continue to maintain our financial soundness (maintain credit rating)

Shareholders Maintain a stable and generous dividend, with a stable or rising ROE.

Next generation Make Kansai a vibrant region where young people want to live, visit, and work.

This means a workplace that is free from discrimination based on exterior attributes (like gender, age, disability, and nationality)
or interior attributes (like lifestyle, job history, and values) and one that respects individuality and lets employees fulfill their potential.

The slogan for the Long‐Term Vision
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Long-Term Vision: General Image

Financial/non-financial KPIS for FY2031

Profitability Operating income
¥130.0 billion (plus 
something extra)

Financial
health

Interest‐bearing

debt/EBITDA ratio
Between 5–6 times

Capital
efficiency

ROE
7% range over med–
long term

Rate of CO2 emissions cuts
46％ down from FY2014 level

Continued improvement in employee
satisfaction
Percentage of management positions
held by women Around 10％

Zero culpable incidents in our
railway business

Percentage of new hires who are
women Always more than 30%

Financial KPIs Non‐Financial KPIs
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Inspiring
experiences

High-quality
business
support

Safe,
comfortable
urban life

Maintain financial health
Keep capital costs in mind

Services (value) we provideStrategies to achieve vision

Make our line-side communities the
absolute best among the Kansai networks.

Make our content as compelling as possible

Increase market share by providing high
value-added services

Value for
stakeholders

Contribution
to SDGs,

2050 carbon
neutrality goal

Value
accumulates

Use

Financial Policy
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(including
digital
assets)

Strategy 1

Initiatives linked with SDGs, 2050 carbon neutral target

Hankyu Hanshin DX Project

Strategy 2

Strategy 4
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Community
growth

Expand the coverage of our line-side
business model

Strategy 3

Leverage external partners

Guided by the Long‐Term Vision, we unite and transform

Stable returns

Better collaboration with external partners

Value Creation Process
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contribution
to a

sustainable
society

Long-Term Growth Vision for 2035-2040

 FY2031 (defined in the vision as a milestone for future growth): By that year, we will raise
operating income to ¥130.0 billion by growing existing businesses. We also aim to add something
extra on top of this through a digital transformation project.

 2035‐2040: By this stage, large projects will have turned a profit and be driving further growth.

FY2026 FY2031 2035 2040

Large projects that will be under
construction or will have entered service
• Shibata 1 Project
• Senri‐Chuo Redevelopment
• Naniwasuji Connection Line/Shin‐Osaka Connection
Line Project, etc.

DX adds something extra

Operating income (FY2031 target)

¥130.0 billion plus something extra

2035-2040: Aim for
further growth

DX drives further growth

Progress in large projects

¥115.0 
billion

¥100.0 
billion

¥130.0 
billion DX supports existing businesses

(enabling better efficiency and saving labor)

¥130.0 billion
from existing
businesses
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Current Portfolio, Future Direction

Sports Stage

Travel

Urban
Transportation

Broadcasting and
Communications

Real Estate Leasing

Hotels

International
Transportation

Information
Services

Real Estate Sales

Healthcare
Digital infrastructure
for enhancing urban

amenities

Enhance value of rail networks,
revitalize communities

Enhance value we
provide to increase
market share

Vertical
expansion

Horizontal
expansion

Horizontal
expansion

Continue enhancing value of line‐side areas to
make our line-side communities the absolute

best among the Kansai networks

B2B information and transportation services
(pan‐area)

Content
(B2C)

Services connected to
people’s lives (B2C)

Beyond our line‐side areas (Tokyo, overseas)Kansai（Umeda, other line-side areas）

Underpin safe, comfortable
urban life and Group portfolio

Other new
initiatives

Collaborations
with external
partners
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Line‐side business
model (e.g. contribute

to prosperous
communities)

Ｂ
2
Ｃ

Ｂ
2
Ｂ

Real Estate
Sales

Real Estate
Leasing

Stage

Travel

Hotels

Bring abundant lifestyles of our
line-side areas to other areas (in

and outside Japan)

Services connected
to people’s lives

(B2C)

Expand regional coverage (beyond our rail
line-side areas) of competitive businesses

that have potential to expand

<Our current portfolio is divided by service and area>

<Future direction>

We will enhance our businesses and community‐building efforts in line‐side areas, and start applying our business
and community‐building knowhow beyond these areas (both in and outside Japan) to bring us more quickly on
track toward achieving sustainable growth. To that end, we must ascertain changes in the business climate

swiftly and work as a group to adapt to the changes.
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Strategies for Achieving Vision

• To cope with the shrinking and aging population, we will focus on making our
line‐side areas much more attractive by engaging in community building,
linking up with the new transport connections, actively leveraging digital
innovations (next‐generation MaaS, wifi tech), and promoting longer quality‐
adjusted life expectancy.

• Guided by the Umeda Vision (p.25‐27), we will use new projects (e.g. Shibata
1) to make Osaka‐Umeda as a whole world‐class urban environment.

Make our line-side communities the absolute best among
the Kansai networks (further entrench position in Osaka‐Umeda)

Increase market share by
providing high value-
added services

• Use tech and knowhow to expand value scope of our businesses

• Provide high‐quality, competitive services to increase business scale
and market share

Kansai（Umeda and other line-side areas） Beyond our line‐side areas (Tokyo, overseas)

Make our content as
compelling as possible
(develop new content)

• Expand customer base and make content more

compelling

• Actively leverage digital tech

• Provide compelling travel content to people of
different generations

• Expand line‐side business model
(e.g. building abundant
communities) beyond line‐side
areas

 Expand Real Estate businesses
(e.g. condos, fix‐and‐flip,
rentals) beyond line‐side areas
(in and outside Japan)

 Expand competitive content
beyond line‐side areas

Expand the coverage of
our line-side business
model

Contribute to SDGs, 2050 carbon neutrality goal
Material issues highlighted in Sustainability Declaration (e.g. environmental protection, empowering

individuals)

Hankyu Hanshin DX Project
Provide new services in digital sphere, introduce groupwide ID

Strategy 1 (core strategy)

Strategy 2

Strategy 3

Strategy 4

17



Actions for Umeda Vision
• Guided by the Umeda Vision, we will work on large
projects (Umekita Phase II, Shibata 1) and upgrade our
real‐estate holdings in order to upgrade the urban
amenities (offices, commercial facilities, hotels), making
Osaka‐Umeda as a whole a world‐class hub for innovation
and an attractive tourist destination.

New transport connections
• With Osaka growing more important as a hub for airport
links (with Kansai’s three airports under joint
management) and land travel (with planning underway
for a new maglev route), we will engage in plans to build
the Naniwasuji Connection Line and Shin‐Osaka
Connection Line to leverage land transport links and
channel global dynamism into our line‐side areas.

Actively leverage digital innovations
• We will capitalize on next‐generation MaaS and wifi tech.
• We will apply digital innovations in our railways to save
labor.

Strategies for Achieving Vision: Strategy 1

Strategy 1 (core strategy)

Make our line-side communities the absolute best among the Kansai
networks (further entrench position in Osaka‐Umeda)
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Building line-side communities
• To increase resident and non‐resident populations in our line‐
side areas, we will develop hub areas (e.g. Senri‐Chuo
Redevelopment), build new stations (Mukogawa new station on
the Hankyu Kobe Line), and develop housing.

Senri‐Chuo redevelopment
 This redevelopment project includes the construction of
Senri Hankyu, Senri Selci, and Senri Hankyu Hotel in the
vicinity of Senri‐Chuo Station (see p.29）

Mukogawa new station
 This new station will be built on the Hankyu Kobe Line
between Nishinomiya‐kitaguchi and Mukonoso (on the
bridge spanning Muko River)

Promote longer quality-adjusted life expectancy
• We will develop businesses that promote longer quality‐
adjusted life expectancy (e.g. healthcare businesses).

Universal design
• We will incorporate universal design (e.g. platform screen
doors) to ensure safe and accessible transport.

• To cope with the shrinking and aging population, we will focus on making our line‐side areas much more attractive by
engaging in community building, linking up with the new transport connections, actively leveraging digital innovations
(next‐generation MaaS, wifi tech), and promoting longer quality‐adjusted life expectancy.

• Guided by the Umeda Vision, we will use new projects (e.g. Shibata 1) to make Osaka‐Umeda as a whole world‐class urban
environment.

Strategies for Achieving Vision: Strategy 2

Strategy 2

Make our content as compelling as possible (develop new content)
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Sports
•We will deliver compelling sports content (related to Hanshin Tigers, Hanshin Koshien Stadium).
•We will integrate digital tech to enhance our sports services and content.

Stage
• To further enhance content, we will develop a system that delivers high quality consistently, ensuring that
Takarazuka Revue remains cherished for the next 100 years.

•We will integrate digital tech to enhance our stage services and content

Travel
•We will become the overwhelming leader in a guided tours.
• Over the medium to long term, we will diversify our travel models (enhancing products under specific themes)
and win new customers. We will also expand into non‐travel businesses such as support services for local
authorities.

•We will integrate digital tech to enhance productivity in back‐office operations (e.g. improve online advertising
for tours).

New content
•We will work with external partners to develop new content.

• Expand customer base and make content more compelling

• Actively leverage digital tech

• Provide compelling travel content to people of different generations



Strategies for Achieving Vision: Strategy 3

Expand the coverage of our line-side business model

Strategy 3
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Expand Real Estate businesses beyond line-side areas (in and outside Japan)

•We will accelerate efforts to develop our short‐term‐returns (fix‐and‐flip) business and expand
the condominium business into redevelopment and rebuilding.

• Japan: In the Tokyo metropolitan area, we will proceed with properties under development while
exploring ways to integrate our hotels and entertainment content into community building
efforts.

•Overseas: In ASEAN markets with bright prospects for sustainable growth, we will leverage our
line‐side knowhow and work with external partners to expand the scale of our condominium,
short‐term‐returns (fix‐and‐flip), and rental businesses there.

Expand content beyond line-side areas

•We will expand Takarazuka Revue content and other content beyond line‐side areas (in and
outside Japan).

• Expand line‐side business model (e.g. building abundant communities) beyond line‐side areas

 Expand Real Estate businesses (e.g. condos, fix‐and‐flip, rentals) beyond line‐side areas (in
and outside Japan)

 Expand competitive content beyond line‐side areas

Strategies for Achieving Vision: Strategy 4

Strategy 4

Increase market share by providing high value-added services
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Enhance value of services we provide

• Information services business: We will expand the scale of the business. We will use our tech and
knowhow and engage in tech‐related partnerships to develop new information services. We will
also provide information services to support line‐side efforts and a digital transformation within
our Group in a way that addresses material issues (for us and our stakeholders).

• International Transportation business: With the global business climate in flux, we will expand the
scale of the business (more global‐level transaction volume), transform the portfolio (putting
more weight on ocean freight and logistics operations), accelerate business development in Asia,
and enter new sectors with bright growth prospects.

Channel dynamism of external partners

•We will work closer with external partners, channeling their dynamism into our businesses.

•Use tech and knowhow to expand value scope of our businesses

• Provide high‐quality, competitive services to increase business scale and
market share



Hankyu Hanshin DX Project
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■ Aims of the Hankyu Hanshin DX Project

The project is designed to digitally transform lifestyles, diversifying customer touchpoints and
improving the customer experience.

The project will leverage the benefits of digital technology to enhance comfort and safety for
line‐side residents and other stakeholders. Leveraging our own content, the project will combine
digital with real‐life to deliver more experiences and interpersonal encounters that fulfil the
unchanging need for dreams and excitement.

• Reorganize and expand content
• Repackage experiences we offer (e.g. travel,

shopping) as new content
• Work with partners to develop new content

• Introduce group ID
(HH Cross ID)

• Integrate and analyze
customer data

1. Knowing our customers 2. Communicating with our customers

３．Delivering the benefits of digital
technology to our customers 4. Enhancing our content

• Enhance lineup of communication tools suited
to new lifestyles (e.g. HH cross TOWNS)

• Further improve communications by
integrating digital tools (e.g. apps) with
existing media

Prepare:
• Free WiFi and other digital infrastructure
• Digital Twin, metabase
• Streaming platforms

Four sets of actions in Hankyu Hanshin DX Project

These four sets of actions will be integrated organically to create
a positive cycle for improving customer convenience and developing new and better

products and services.

<Environmental protection (align strategy/targets with 2050 carbon neutrality goal)>

Contribute to SDGs, 2050 Carbon Neutrality Goal

<Non-financial KPIs for FY2031>

• To reduce energy consumption, we will invest in energy‐efficient technology (keeping an eye on
financial soundness and return on investment). We will also keep an eye on technological advances
and introduce renewable energy systems if they are financially viable.

<Empowering individuals (promote employee satisfaction and workplace diversity)>

• Committing to carbon neutrality by 2050, the Japanese Government has upgraded its 2030
carbon reduction target to 46% reduction from the FY2014 level (compared to 26% before the
change). We have aligned our own carbon reduction target with that of the government’s.

•We must make the most of our talent (our most important asset) if we are to grow our value. To that
end, we must cultivate a workplace culture that respects diversity and lets employees reach their full
potential.

• Accordingly, we will embrace workplace diversity and inclusion and build such a workplace culture (one
that is motivating, healthy, productive, diverse, and inclusive).

•We will aim for the following targets for FY2031: continual improvement in employee satisfaction,
women occupying 10% of managerial posts, and women making up more than 30% of new
hires.

Rate of CO2 emissions cuts
46％ down from FY2014 level

Continued improvement in employee satisfaction

Percentage of management positions held by
women Around 10％

Zero culpable incidents in our railway business
Percentage of new hires who are women
Always more than 30%

Rate of CO2 emissions cuts（Applies to: HHHD and subsidiaries' Japanese worksites）

FY2031
target

46％
reduction

(compared to FY2014)

Net zero
FY2051
target
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Financial Policy

Maintain
financial
health

Achieve stable baseline profit

• To achieve a stable baseline profit, we will maximize top‐ and bottom‐line growth in

our businesses by tightly controlling expenditures and by integrating digital tech in

a way that expands revenue opportunities and increases productivity.

• We will also tighten risk management in volatile businesses (e.g. overseas real

estate businesses)

Operating income

¥130.0 billion 
plus something
extra

Maintain financial health

• While we continue to invest capital in large projects and activities to grow our

businesses, we also want to maintain our credit rating. Accordingly, we will tighten

control over interest‐bearing liabilities, aiming for a D/E ratio of between 5 and 6.

Interest‐bearing
debt/EBITDA
ratio

Between 5–6 
times

Keep capital
costs in
mind

Maintain or improve capital efficiency (create returns that exceed capital costs)

• Our businesses will keep capital costs in mind, committing to maintain or improve

their returns with ROIC (= operating income / invested capital) as one of the

benchmarks.

• To avoid bloated balance sheets, we will be more circumspect about increasing our

stocks (carefully vetting prospective investments with an eye on return), overhaul

business approaches, and offload underperforming assets.

• We will provide stable and generous shareholder returns, maintaining a reasonable

D/E ratio.

• Through these measures, we aim for the ROE range shown on the right.

ROE

7％ range
over medium to
long term

FY2031 target

 We commit to financial stability in the knowledge that this is essential to ensuring the stable provision of products
and services that contribute to the sustainability agenda and to community building. To meet stakeholders’
expectations, we will entrench a culture of cost consciousness with a concrete commitment to maintaining or
improving capital efficiency.

(from the cumulative

effect of the DX Project)
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Osaka, Kansai, Expo 2025 (Yumeshima)

Designing a future society for our
lives

(Reference) Background to Umeda Vision (1)
The Future Direction of Osaka-Umeda and Kansai

Building an internationally competitive city: Channeling growth opportunities
・With the upcoming Expo 2025 and the casino resort project for 2029, Kansai is garnering attention,
including from overseas.
・Meanwhile, initiatives are underway to make Osaka City a truly international city (for example, Osaka
City has been designated as a National Strategic Special Zone for piloting super‐city initiatives, and the
national and municipal governments have unveiled a public‐private strategy to make Osaka a global
financial hub).

Piloting the super-city concept in Osaka

Super‐city initiatives are being piloted in two areas under the theme “data‐
driven solutions for wellbeing and life”

Umekita PhaseⅡ

Life-design, innovation

Strategy to make Osaka a global financial hub

Channeling the dynamism of Asia and the
wider world

An international city powered by finance

The global financial hub envisaged

A trailblazing city

A city that leads the world in finance

Osaka-Umeda, at the center of Kansai, will link
the region with the world:
Transport networks/infrastructure will be
strengthened

・Plans are underway to develop new transport connections
(Naniwasuji Line, Naniwasuji Connection Line, Shin‐Osaka
Connection Line, and the underground JR Osaka Station
scheduled to enter service in spring 2023). If the plans
materialize, they would significantly enhance air and land
access to Osaka‐Umeda, increasing the prospects for Osaka‐
Umeda to channel the dynamism of the country and the world.
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Osaka-Umeda as an unmatched urban locale: Offering something rarely seen elsewhere

・Unlike other urban locales in Japan, Osaka‐Umeda features a compact cluster of office, retail, and entertainment
functions, all within walking distance.
・If Osaka‐Umeda is to be a place where people around the world want to work or visit, it is necessary to leverage
this rare advantage to ensure that the area accommodates the diverse needs of the new normal.

(Reference) Background to Umeda Vision (2)
Osaka-Umeda’s Roles and Strengths
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Umekita’s role in addressing social challenges:
Osaka-Umeda as a trailblazer for addressing social challenges

・The prefectural and municipal governments have chosen Umekita Phase II as a critical location for the super‐
city project. The locale will be center for industry, academia, and government collaboration in creating new
industries that will address social and environmental challenges to sustainability, and a model area for
pioneering data‐driven digital transformation.
・If the project to make Osaka a global financial hub succeeds in enhancing the international profile of Osaka
and Kansai, it will further increase the potential of the locale to draw in from around the world the talent and
capital necessary to grow startups that will create the new industries.
・Having attracted knowledge from around the world, Osaka‐Umeda will be a trailblazer in addressing social and
environmental challenges to sustainability.

Kansai’s solutions to social and environmental challenges

Osaka-Umeda’s role Lead the way in addressing social challenges

・An aging‐friendly society (use of clinical data)
・Stress‐free, seamless mobility
・Workplaces that are diverse, empowering, and
accommodate new work practices

・Hotbed for startups and innovation
・Strong preparedness for natural disasters

(Reference) Umeda Vision
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・Against the backdrop described in pp. 25–26, we have established the Umeda Vision, which envisages Osaka-
Umeda as an international hub.
・To achieve this, we have set six basic policies that will leverage Osaka‐Umeda’s unique value to make the
area a center for creating new industries and an international tourist destination. The policies will also
enhance Osaka‐Umeda’s basic value so that it is equipped for the new normal. Additionally, the strategies will
also promote the Osaka‐Umeda brand to an international audience.

Strategy 1

Osaka‐Umeda’s unique value
An international city that beats the

competition

How Osaka‐Umeda
should beTarget

The functions
created

A place of co‐creation
that produces newer

value

A place that
facilitates encounters
and interaction

A dynamic cluster of
people and
companies
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Functions to generate new industries
that will solve the world’s problems

A space for new encounters and
experiences not available elsewhere

The mechanisms to cultivate the
urban culture and values that give

Umeda its appeal

Hub for
creating new
industries

International
tourism

destination
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Promoting the Umeda
brand to the world

An international city with
unique value that beats

the competition

The basic value that will
equip Umeda for the

new normal

Basic Policy 1 : Make Umeda a place of co‐creation that produces newer value

Basic Policy 2 : Make Umeda a place that facilitates encounters and interaction

Basic Policy 3 : Make Umeda a dynamic cluster of people and companies

Basic Policy 4 : Make Umeda a place that uses the latest digital technology to offer
new value

Basic Policy 5 : Make Umeda a sustainable place

Basic Policy 6 : Strategically organize marketing and communications to the world



Osaka‐Umeda Area• Forming part of Umeda Vision,
Shibata 1 Development will involve,
among other things, remodeling
Hotel new Hankyu Osaka and the
Hankyu Terminal Building) and fully
renovating Hankyu Sanbangai. In this
way, the project looks ahead to the
next generation and will leverage the
distinctive characteristics of the rail
terminus to create a multifunctional
hub befitting of the entrance to
Osaka‐Umeda.

• We will develop a specific plan for the
future of the hotel site and accelerate
consultations with government and
other stakeholders with a view to
launching a development project as
soon as possible.

(Reference) Shibata 1 Development

‐We have decided to close the Hotel
new Hankyu Osaka around the end
of FY2025 because it is seriously
dilapidated and because Hotel
Hankyu Respire Osaka, which is of a
similar scale, opened in an adjacent
zone.

• To further enhance the value of Osaka‐Umeda, we will press on with plans for Shibata 1 Development, which will
be the third major project (following Umeda 1‐1 Project and Umekita Phase II Development Project).

Until 2021
Osaka Umeda Twin Towers

（2022–）
Umekita Phase Ⅱ openings

（FY2028）
Shibata 1 Development

Strategy 1
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Strategy①
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(Reference) Plan for Senri-Chuo Redevelopment

【Legend】
Sole‐owned or co‐owned properties
H2O Retailing assets
Area flagged for redevelopment
(Commercial facilities etc.)

■Time from Senri‐Chuo Station to Osaka’s
main terminals
（The train runs direct to below stations as the
Kita‐Osaka Kyuko Line is connected with the
Midosuji Line of the Osaka Metro)

・To Shin‐Osaka station approx. 14 minutes
・To Umeda station approx. 20 minutes

To Umeda

Map based on GSI geospatial data
（https://maps.gsi.go.jp/#17/34.809594/135.495665/&base=pale&base_grayscale=1&ls=pale&disp=

1&vs=c0j0h0k0l0u0t0z0r0s0m0f1&d=m ）

Area around Senri‐Chuo Station

※Kita‐Osaka Kyuko Railway is extending its line 2.5 km northward from its current
northern terminus, Senri‐Chuo Station. The extension will begin service in FY2024.

・Senri‐Chuo is a key strategic area for us. In 2019,
Toyonaka City unveiled a plan to redevelop the
vicinity of Senri‐Chuo Station (outlined in red in the
figure) as part of a new community‐development
project. The land here has been partitioned and
plans are being brought forward to redevelop the
zone.

・Meanwhile, we had decided to close Senri Hankyu
Hotel around the end of FY2026, as the building
was dilapidated. Now, we are exploring ideas for
how to use the site of the hotel. Mindful of the
need to maintain the vibrancy and convenience of
the area around the station, we will keep an eye
on the plans to redevelop the area and decide
about the land use accordingly.

Overview of the Senri‐Chuo area



(Reference) Building Stronger Transport Networks

• We engage in the planning process for new lines and stations to make our transport networks
stronger.

Under development

① Kita‐Osaka Kyuko Railway Line
Extension Project

Senri-Chuo – Minoh-Kayano

Under negotiation

② Naniwasuji Connection Line

JR Osaka (Underground) – Hankyu  Juso

③ Shin‐Osaka Connection Line

Hankyu Juso – Shin-Osaka

④ Osaka Airport Line

Branch line from Hankyu Takarazuka
Line

⑤ Mukogawa new station

Between Hankyu Mukonoso and Hankyu
Nishinomiya‐kitaguchi
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Strategy 1

Kobe‐
Sannomiya

Kansai International Airport

Kobe Airport

Osaka International Airport
(Itami Airport)

Shin‐Osaka
Juso

Hankyu Kobe Line

Hankyu Takarazuka Line

Hankyu Kyoto Line

Hanshin Line

②Naniwasuji
Connection Line

⑤Mukogawa
new station

Osaka‐Namba

④Osaka Airport Line

Naniwasuji Line

Osaka‐Umeda

③Shin-Osaka
Connection Line

① Kita-Osaka Kyuko Railway Line
Extension Project

Osaka Bay
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Ⅱ. Summary of the Medium-Term

Management Plan



Medium-Term Management Plan:
Time Period Covered, Context

■ Time period covered

■ Context

FY2021 FY2022 FY2023 FY2024
FY2025 and
beyond

Travel gradually
resumes across
the world.

COVID impact abates. Economic
activity returns mostly to normal in
and outside Japan. However, there is
no full return to pre‐pandemic times.

In Japan, short‐distance travel resumes. Travel distances
gradually increase, and the impact of physical distancing
eases off.

Change in envisaged phased recovery from COVID

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Phase extended

• The four‐year period will be a time for returning to pre-COVID growth and for laying the foundations
necessary to achieve the Long-Term Vision. The endpoint, FY2026, is the first milestone in this long-term
project.

• The new medium‐term management plan outlines actions we will take over the relevant time period
in order to achieve our updated Long‐Term Vision. These actions are designed to contribute to the
business and financial strategies for our Long-Term Vision.

• The plan covers four years: FY2023 to FY 2026. In setting this period, we were mindful of how the
targets set in our long‐term vision for the milestone year of FY2031.

FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026 … FY2031 … 2035‐2040

Endpoint of
Medium-Term

Management Plan

Milestone for
future growth

Long-term
vision of growth

Long-Term Vision: Toward 2040

Medium-Term Management Plan

Before

Now

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Phase extended
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Crisis Recovery Phase Extended

Crisis Recovery Phase

FY2021 FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 and beyond

Before

Now Crisis Recovery Phase Extended Crisis
Recovery Phase

• The COVID impact persisted in FY2022. Repeated states of emergency were declared during H1, and

although the situation seemed to have abated in Q3, Q4 (Jan–Mar 2022) saw a resurgence in infections.

• Given that this situation prevented the recovery we had expected, we have extended the crisis recovery

phase to FY2023. This means the current year, like the previous one, is a time to focus on recovering

performance in our existing businesses.

Actions during Crisis Recovery Phase

・We will continue to control the budget for
such investment.

Capital
allocation

・We will maintain our growth investment in
ongoing large projects.
・However, for prospective projects, we will be all
the more circumspect in weighing up the
potential returns, business case, and risks.

Growth
investment

・We will work to recover earnings.
・We will eliminate or transfer fixed costs (to variable costs).Profit/loss

Investment in
maintenance
and renewal

Recover performance ASAP

Improve financial health

Provide leeway for
investing toward growth
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Crisis Recovery

Phase

0

200

400

600

800

1,000

1,200

Target
Results

Medium-Term Earnings Targets

2/3 of pre- COVID
level

FY2026
¥115.0 billion

Climb back to
¥100.0 billion 

level
FY2031

¥130.0 billion
with something

extra
Impact of COVID-19

Approx.-¥100 billion

Baseline profit level

FY2023
Many businesses will recover from the COVID impact. Supported by the measures we take in the Crisis Recovery

Phase, they regain 2/3 of the pre-COVID profit level in two years from the COVID‐blighted year of FY2021.

FY2024

FY2025

Our businesses recover further from the COVID impact and make headway in strengthening their earnings

structure (adapt to changes in demand structure and boost productivity), paving the way for us to get

operating income back to the pre-COVID level of ¥100.0 billion as soon as possible.

FY2026
With these actions to strengthen balance sheets, we surpass the pre‐COVID figure and aim for operating income

of ¥115.0 billion, which will put us in range of the FY2031 milestone (¥130.0 billion with something extra).

–

¥100.0 billion 
level

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3Pre‐COVID

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2031
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(FY)

Key Actions to Achieve Medium-Term Targets

Key actions linked with the four strategies in Long-Term Vision

1. Strengthen earnings structure (adapt to changes in demand structure
and boost productivity)

Lifestyles will never return to as they were before COVID, so if our businesses fail to adapt, they risk
sustaining serious damage. We must therefore work as a group to strengthen earnings structure
and improve our financial health (with a recovery in EBITDA).

2. Transition to keeping capital costs in mind

To meet the expectations of our stakeholders over the medium to long term, we will transition to
keeping capital costs in mind in line with the financial strategy for our Long-Term Vision.

3. Implement digital transformation

Our Long‐Term Vision requires a digital transformation. Our businesses will proceed with a digital
transformation with a sense of urgency. The Hankyu Hanshin DX Project will coordinate digital
efforts across the Group to create more impactful outcomes.

4. Contribute to SDGs and 2050 carbon neutrality goal

Guided by our Sustainability Declaration, we will contribute to the SDGs and 2050 carbon
neutrality goal.

Accelerate with measures for
Crisis Recovery Phase
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Rough outlook for ridership revenue
Despite gradual recovery,

ridership revenue (particularly commuter passes)
never returns to pre‐COVID levels.

• Update schedule to reflect changes in travel demand (e.g. changes in commute times)
• Improve efficiency in rail operations (e.g. station operations)
• Roll out platform doors and other safety measures
• Introduce premium seating
(seats reserved for a surcharge)

• Develop (improve value in) Umeda and other key line‐side areas (e.g. Senri‐Chuo)
• Increase market share and brand power in domestic condominium sector (establish commanding lead in
Kinki region)

• Advance into target short‐term‐returns (fix‐and‐flip) sector (rental condos, shopping facilities, offices,
logistics facilities)

• Overseas: Expand scale of housing (particularly in ASEAN), short‐term‐returns (fix‐and‐flip), and rental
businesses

• Overhaul hotels business (divest underperforming hotels, reduce fixed costs)

• Recover admissions for baseball games ASAP; use digital technology to introduce new services and
other services to streamline operations

• Recover admissions for Takarazuka Revue shows ASAP; expand stage content (e.g. streamlining)

• Expand scale of information services (e.g. DX solutions)

• Improve online advertising for tours (reduce costs)
• Expand to non‐travel services (e.g. support services for local authorities)

• Expand scale of business (more global‐level transaction volume)
• Transform the portfolio (putting more weight on ocean freight and logistics operations )

Main impacts in our businesses

Less ridership revenue
（Urban Transportation）

Less office demand, lower sales in city‐center
shopping facilities（Real Estate）

Less demand for business
trips and parties（Hotels）

Projections for ridership revenue
(relative to FY2019), excluding effects

of key actions

FY2023 FY2026

Commuter pass Around ‐10％ Around ‐10％

Other tickets Around ‐10％
Similar to

FY2019 level

Specific actions
Improve business
efficiency

Improve safety and
travel servicesTarget year: 2024

Urban

Transportation

Key Action 1 Strengthen Earnings Structure
(adapt to changes in demand structure and boost productivity)

Strategy 1

Strategy 2

Strategy 3

Strategy 4

Real Estate

Entertainment

Information and

Communication

Technology

Strategies for
Long‐Term
Vision

Strategy 1

Strategy 4
International

Transportation

Travel Strategy 2
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Specific actions

Be more selective in where to invest

Change approach to businesses and assets

• Vet prospective investments more rigorously, using ROIC as a benchmark of

return on investment

• Calculate the ROIC for each business and use this as a guide when managing the

businesses.

• Where returns fall short of capital cost, turn performance around ASAP or (if there

is no prospect for a turnaround), radically overhaul the business.

• Consolidate or offload underperforming assets

• Actively advance into target short‐term‐returns (fix‐and‐flip) business

• If necessary, externalize assets (REITs, real‐estate funds)

Control capital spending by placing greater importance on getting a return
that exceeds capital cost

Key Action 2 Transition to keeping capital costs in mind

Through these actions, we aim to reach the ROE target in the Long‐
Term Vision

ROE

7% range over medium to long term
Financial target for FY2031

in Long‐Term Vision
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• Use AI and robotics to streamline facility management, cleaning, security, etc.

• Use new tech to provide new user (visitor) experiences and to pilot new ideas

• Enhance lineup of original services delivered on digital media (portal sites, apps) and
improve digital marketing/communication

• Explore new VR‐ and AR‐powered experiences

• Use customer analytics to guide CRM

• Use smartphone apps to strengthen customer touchpoints before, during, and after
travel

Key Action 3 Implement Digital Transformation

Data Analytics Lab

This is an analytics program we launched in April 2021 in collaboration with
the University of Tokyo. It is designed to integrate and analyze each business’s
customer data (e.g. customer attributes, service use history).

• Implement Hankyu Hanshin DX Project

• Integrate each business’s customer data and analyze it using Data Analytics Lab; use the
findings to guide marketing and the development of new products and services

Key group-wide actions

Actions in each segment

Video tech used to deliver virtual baseball
experience (Koshien Plus)

High‐quality livestreams of Takarazuka Revue shows using latest tech
(e.g. 8K ultra‐zoom feature)（Takarazuka Revue)

Viewers can zoom
in on the action

Zoomed‐in images are
high‐res
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• Use new tech to streamline travel services and maintenance operations
Urban

Transportation

Real Estate

Entertainment

Travel

• Continue charitable giving and awareness campaigns through Hankyu Hanshin Dreams and Communities of

the Future Project

Actions in each segment

• Switch to energy‐saving rolling stock, switch to electric/hybrid buses/taxis

• Install solar panels on roofs of plants and rail depots, install apparatus to store the energy generated

• Use business continuity planning to prepare for natural disasters

• Prepare to install security cameras on trains ASAP (In December 2021, MLIT announced that this will be mandatory in new rolling
stock)

• Decarbonize leased facilities (switch to energy‐efficient tech, generate renewable energy, procure sustainable

energy)

• Make new properties qualify as net‐zero buildings (ZEBs) or net‐zero‐energy houses (ZEHs)

• Implement KOSHIEN “eco” Challenge

• Actively provide sports and stage experiences to groups of preschoolers/schoolchildren

• Provide technological solutions that contribute to rail safety

Key Action 4 Contribute to SDGs and 2050 Carbon Neutrality Goal

Current actions and their outcomes

• Our ESG actions and active disclosures have garnered the following accolades from ESG‐rating organizations:

 In the MSCI ESG Fund Ratings (*1), we got our first AAA rating (the highest rating).
(As of September 2021, we are ranked second in the over-land transportation sector out of 32 companies [we are first among
Japanese companies])

 We were listed in the MSCI Japan ESG Select Leaders Index(*2) for the fifth year running.
 We got a 4-star rating in the Nikkei SDGs Management Survey (top level among railway companies)

*1 The MSCI ESG Fund Ratings is provided by Morgan Stanley Capital International (a leading US provider of financial services). There are seven
rankings.

*2 This index lists companies that lead their sector in ESG performance. Japan’s Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), the world’s largest
pension fund, uses the index as one of its ESG‐themed benchmarks for passive investment.

All segments
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Urban

Transportation

Real Estate

Entertainment

Information and

Communication

Technology



• Currently, we are structurally reforming the Hotels segment (disinvesting underperforming hotels and cutting
fixed costs). We also plan to close two dilapidated hotels (Hotel new Hankyu Osaka and Senri Hankyu Hotel)
and use the sites of the hotels more effectively, in a way that helps develop the area.

• Given these changes, we decided to consolidate the Hotels segment into the Real Estate segment, starting from
FY2023. We believe that this consolidation will enable more effective management of community‐development
projects, multipurpose developments, and similar projects, including those involving the sites of the two
abovementioned hotels (in connection with community building, the Hotel (sub‐) segment will play a role in
enhancing the attractiveness and amenities of urban areas).

Some organizational changes（from April 2022）

From April 2022: Five core companies, six business segments (bold font indicates core company)

Before: Six core companies, seven core business segments (bold font indicates core company)

Hotel is now a sub-
segment of the Real
Estate segment

Hankyu Hanshin
Hotels
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Hankyu Hanshin HoldingsHankyu Hanshin Holdings

Real Estate

Hankyu
Corporation

Hankyu
Hanshin
Express

Hankyu
Travel

International
Hanshin Electric Railway

Hankyu
Hanshin
Properties

Hankyu
Hanshin
Hotels

Real Estate

Real estate
leasing

Real estate
sales and others

Hotels

Entertainment
Information and
Communication
Technology

Urban

Transportation
Travel

International
Transportation Hotels

Real Estate
Real estate
leasing

Real estate
sales and others

Hotel

Hankyu Hanshin HoldingsHankyu Hanshin Holdings

Hankyu Hanshin
Hotels

Entertainment
Information and
Communication
Technology

Urban

Transportation
Travel

International
Transportation

Hankyu
Corporation

Hankyu
Hanshin
Express

Hankyu
Travel

International
Hanshin Electric Railway

Hankyu
Hanshin
Properties

Hotels segment merged with Real Estate segment
Hankyu Hanshin Hotels is not a core company, but it will continue
to manage the hotel business

Real Estate

39.2

63.0

115.0

FY2022 FY2023 FY2026

FY2023 forecast ⇒ FY2026 target ＋¥52.0 billion

Recovery from COVID impact (domestic and inbound demand)

・Recovery in domestic and inbound demand leads to higher revenue from

railway operations

・ Recovery in domestic and inbound demand for hotel accommodation

・Higher admissions and more shows in Entertainment segment

・Recovery in demand for international travel

With Umeda Twin Towers South entering service, rental income increases

Higher revenue from expansion of real estate sales business (e.g.
condominiums)

Higher revenue from expansion of overseas Real Estate business

Growth in Information and Communications Technology

Operating Income Projections

FY2022 result ⇒ FY2023 forecast＋¥23.8 billion

Recovery from COVID impact (domestic demand)

・Higher revenue from railway operations and automobile business

・Recovery in domestic demand for hotel accommodation

・ Higher admissions and more shows in Entertainment segment

・ Recovery in demand for domestic travel

International Transportation: Supply crunch gradually eases

FY2022 ⇒ FY2023 ⇒ FY2026】

(¥billion)

ForecastResult

Medium‐term

target
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Blue: Positive contributors Red: Negative contributors



■Capital allocation strategy
‧ Cumulative EBITDA over the medium-term period should come to approx. ¥640.0 billion.
‧ For cash outflow, we will rein in maintenance and renewal CapEx and allocate more to growth CapEx (projects for
higher future growth). We will deliver stable and continuous dividends to shareholders, using total payout ratio as an
indicator, and also buy back shares. Consequently, cash out should come to approx. ¥730.0 billion.

‧ This will create an approx. ¥90.0 billion shortfall. To cover this, we will borrow additional funds (i.e. increase interest‐
bearing debt), keeping interest‐bearing debt/EBITDA ratio in mind.

Cash in Cash out

Cash Flow

(¥billion)

EBITDA
640.0

＋

Additional
borrowing etc.

90.0

Strategic investment
framework -30.0

Growth CapEx -290.0

Maintenance CapEx
(investment in
maintenance

And renewal of existing
infrastructure)

-240.0

Return to Shareholders,
Interest expense, tax

payment etc.
-170.0

This includes
investments in
M&A

Capital investment
(including lending)

-560.0

This includes investments in for‐sale property
and net increases in equity.

Hypothetical cumulative cash flow for FY2023–2026
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Capital investment

Urban

Transportation

‧ Installation of platform doors, accessibility 
improvements

‧Kita-Osaka Kyuko Railway Line 
Extension Project

‧Naniwasuji Connection Line / Shin-Osaka 
Connection Line

Real Estate ‧Umekita Phase Ⅱ Development Project
‧Shibata 1 Development
‧Senri-Chuo Redevelopment
‧Developments in Tokyo: Yaesu 2 Naka, 
site of Hotel Grand Palace

‧Overseas expansion in Real Estate 
segment

‧ Expansion in domestic condominium 
business

‧ Expansion of short-term-return (flip-
and‐fix) business

Entertainment ‧Relocation of Hanshin Tigers farm team 
facility

Other ‧ IT strategy, DX investments

Main projects

Hypothetical cumulative cash flow for FY2023–2026

Capital investment (including lending)

560.0

Strategic
investment
framework

30.0

Growth CapEx 290.0

Maintenance CapEx
(investment in
maintenance and
renewal of existing
infrastructure)

240.0

(¥billion)

This includes investments in for‐sale property
and net increases in equity.
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Performance Indicators (–FY2026)

Operating income ¥39.2billion ¥63.0billion ¥115.0billion

EBITDA※1 ¥100.7billion ¥128.0billion ¥190.0billion

Interest‐bearing debt ¥1,096.0billion ¥1,130.0billion ¥1,180.0billion

Interest‐bearing debt /

EBITDA ratio
10.9times 8.8times 6.2times

D/E ratio※2 1.3times 1.3times 1.1times

Net income attributable to

owners of the parent
¥21.4billion ¥35.0billion ¥75.0billion

ROE 2.5% 4.0% 7% range

(Reference)

Net interest‐bearing debt※3 ¥1,064.6billion ¥1,105.0billion ¥1,155.0billion

Net interest‐bearing

debt/EBITDA ratio
10.6times 8.6times 6.1times

※1 EBITDA=operating income + depreciation expenses + amortization of goodwill

※2 D/E ratio＝interest‐bearing debt / equity

※3 Net interest‐bearing debt=interest‐bearing debt ‐ cash and deposits

FY2022

Results

FY2023

Forecasts

FY2026

Targets


